<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Learning objective and class activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Beginner Level 1 | • Able to form and understand potential, everyday language.  
• Introduce oneself, describe weather, plan for weekend, read time, purchase products, order food, and practice other life activities offered by teachers.  
• Generate simple sentences using 800 words and beginner grammar. |
| Beginner Level 2 | • Able to understand culture, use public service, read sign on streets, visit friends, see doctor, use bank service, and practice other life activities offered by teachers.  
• Use 1500~2000 words to understand and express paragraphs involving private and friendly topics.  
• Know how to use language in separate situations - official and unofficial situations. |
| Intermediate Level 3 | • Able to understand and express familiar, specific social topics in units of paragraphs.  
• Having no difficulty in language functions needed in living an everyday life, using various public facilities and maintaining social relationships.  
• Able to understand and express basic characteristics of colloquial and written Korean. |
| Intermediate Level 4 | • Able to perform functions needed in using public facilities, maintain social relationships and carry out normal functions.  
• Able to understand plain content in the new or newspaper columns.  
• Able to fluently understand and express social and abstract themes.  
• Able to understand and express social and cultural context based on an understanding of widely used idiomatic expressions and representative Korean culture. |
| Advanced Level 5 | • Able to express language functions needed in research and work in fields of expertise to a certain extent.  
• Able to use language skills in unfamiliar themes such as politics, economics, society and culture.  
• Adequately able to use language in official and unofficial context, and in colloquial and literary context. |
| Advanced Level 6 | • Able to fluently and perfectly express language functions needed in research and work in fields of expertise.  
• Able to use language skills in unfamiliar themes such as politics, economics, society and culture.  
• Has no difficulty in language functions or language expressions to a near-native extent. |